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Introduction:

Do you ever wonder how candy 
canes dissolve? I will be testing out 
how candy canes dissolve in 
different types of temperatures and 
which dissolves first.



Resources

1. Brownbagteacher.com, says the 
hot water dissolves the candy cane 
the fastest.

2. Inspirationlabotories.com, says 
the candy cane in hot water is the 
first to have a line off.

3. Littlebinsforlittlehands.com, says 
candy cane in hot water is the first to 
get skinnier.



Experiment: Materials, Variable, and Steps
The materials I used:

• 3 candy canes

• 3 glass cups

• Hot water ¾ cups

• Ice cold water ¾ cups

• Room temp/tap water ¾ cups

• Timer

• Notepad/pencil (for observation)

Steps:
1. Label 3 glass jars you will be using ‘cold water”, “room temp”, and “hot 
water

2. Microwave 1 cup of water in one of the glass containers labeled “hot 
water” (3/4 filled)

3. Gather some ice cubes, and put into the “cold water” glass container (3/4 
filled)

4. Gather 1 cup of tap water to pour into the “room temp” glass container 
(3/4 filled)

5. Do a thermometer check on all 3 of the glass containers and record the 
temperatures

6. Gather the candy canes that will be used and start unwrapping them

7. Put one candy can upright into each glass jar and start your timer

8. Observe and notate any changes that happens to each candy canes at the 
3 temperatures (you can choose the times you want to check on it)

Variables:
• Type of water
• Glass container



Time to dissolve (min)
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Results and Data Visualization

Time
1:08
2:10
2:45
3:00
5:35
7:00
13:00
15:40
20:00
20:15
22:00

Tap first line comes off

Both cups are black

Taps cup is getting darker

Both started to dissolve

Tap gets skinner

Tap has black smoke on the bottom

Candy cane in ice water is getting whiter

candy cane in ice gets skinny

Barely notice candy cane

Ice starts creating black smoke

Observations

Candy cane in tap broke apart

(using tap and cold only)



Implications and Ideas for 
Future Research

In the future, I would like to explore different 
types of liquids like soda, oil, vinegar and acid for 
dissolving the candy canes.

Using peppermint candy as well for the 
experiment, not candy canes.



Conclusion 

• In conclusion, my prediction was right that the hot water dissolved the candy cane 
faster than the other liquids. I was surprised the cold water took the longest to 
dissolve. Now, I wonder how it will be with different candies and liquids for the 
future experiments. I learned a lot from this experiment and it was fun.


